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Flexible, Configurable, and easy to use.
Reduced time for payroll processing.
Reduced HR disputes
Tighter rules around LOP’s.
Employee-based licenses.

Adherence to organizational attendance
policies.
Control and visibility across the organization.
Accurate and real-time data.
Easily Scalable solution

KEY BENEFITSKEY BENEFITS

Integrated to SAGE, which
allows you to perform

retroactive changes & provide
up to date and consistent

data.

Technology
Comprehensive & Configurable

provides flexibility in diversifying
& keeping a control within

departments & companies.

Management
Supports a wide range of

time keeping needs of your
organisation.

Organise
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04 320 7274

Product by ESFERA & ASTER

360TNA is a comprehensive, easy to use, fully configurable, device agnostic workforce
management system designed to provide managers complete real time insights into attendance
trends and absenteeism. Easily integrated to a host of different hardware devices, 360TNA
provides you with the ability to mix and match devices, be it face recognition, figure print, retina or
even a simple card/pin. 

http://www.360tna.com/
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Advantages

Easy Shift Rostering

360TNA provides multiple ways to roster your 
employees into multiple shifts. The manager has 
options to roster daily, weekly, monthly, and even for longer periods.

Variety of Shifts

360TNA provides a wide variety of shifts to cater to a wide variety
of industries where the workforce is Extensively shift-based.

Extensive Standard Integrations

360TNA provides interfaces to most of the time collection devices
out in the market. A device agnostic system,360TNA is
compatible with face, retina, finger, and card readers.

Timesheet Management 

For labour intensive industries such as manufacturing, mining, oil,
and gas 360TNA provides flexible and easy-to-use project and
task-based timesheets for improved project management.

Contract Workers Attendance

360TNA supports outsourced employee attendance, absenteeism,
and shift management within the same system, providing much
needed visibility to managers and the organization.

Mobile Application

360TNA mobile app is available on both IOS and Android, extending its features from a web-
based system to the comfort of your mobile. Requisitions and approvals including an option to
geo fencing based punch in/out are the most important benefit of the application.

Multiple Organizations & multiple
locations.
Flexible multiple shift types-
Day/Night/Split
Multiple shift formats- Fixed/Flexi
hours/Flexi time.
Spill-overs
Shift patterns
Multiple shift rostering methods
Configurable workflows
Multiple exceptions
Bulk upload functions
Set up thresholds
Varied eligibility set ups
Delegation.
Wide range of reports and
dashboards
Multiple Overtime set ups
Contract employee attendance
calculation
Comprehensive Timesheet
function
Project and task-based attendance
management
Mobile app (IOS and android)

Key FeaturesKey Features


